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1 Introdu tion
The primary goal of imps, an Intera tive Mathemati al Proof System, is to
provide me hanized support for the traditional te hniques of mathemati al
reasoning. The system onsists of a data base of mathemati s (represented as
a olle tion of inter onne ted axiomati theories) and a olle tion of tools for
exploring, applying, and extending the mathemati s in the data base. imps
is distinguished by its logi , its methodology for formalizing mathemati s,
and its style of proof.



Logi . The imps logi is intended to allow the user to formulate math-



Methodology. Mathemati s is formalized in



Proofs. In ontrast to the formal proofs des ribed in logi textbooks,

emati al on epts and arguments in a natural and dire t manner. It is
a simple type theory with strong support for spe ifying and reasoning
about fun tions. Unlike lassi al logi , fun tions may be partial and
terms may be nondenoting, but formulas always have a standard truth
value. Se tion 2 des ribes the imps logi .

as a network of axiomati theories. The theories in the network are linked together by
theory interpretations whi h serve as onduits to pass results from one
theory to another. This way of formalizing mathemati s|the \little
theories" version of axiomati method|has advantages for me hanized
mathemati s [19℄. In parti ular, it fosters the reuse of theories and their
onstituents. Se tion 3 dis usses the little theories approa h in imps.
imps

imps proofs are a blend of omputation and high-level inferen e. Consequently, they resemble intelligible informal proofs, but unlike informal
proofs, all the details of an imps proof are ma hine he ked. imps emphasizes intera tive proof development. There is essentially no stru tural di eren e between ompleted proofs and partial proof attempts.
The development of proofs in imps is the subje t of Se tion 4.

The remaining se tions of the paper dis uss the imps user interfa e (Se tion 5), the use of imps for mathemati al analysis (Se tion 6), and the imps
mathemati s data base (Se tion 7). A brief on lusion is given in Se tion 8.
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2 Logi
The logi 1 of imps is alled lutins2 , a Logi of Unde ned Terms for Inferen e in a Natural Style. lutins is a on eptually simple implementation
of higher-order predi ate logi that losely onforms to mathemati al pra ti e. Partial fun tions are dealt with dire tly, and onsequently, terms may
be nondenoting. The logi , however, is bivalent; formulas are either true or
false.

lutins is derived from the formal system PF [17℄, whi h in turn is derived from the formal system PF [16℄. PF is a version of Chur h's simple
theory of types [7, 1℄ in whi h fun tions may be partial, and PF is a manysorted, multivariate simple type theory with partial fun tions, subtypes, and
de nite des ription operators. It is shown in [16℄ and [17℄ that PF and
PF , respe tively, are omplete with respe t to a Henkin-style general models semanti s [29℄. lutins is essentially PF plus a number of onvenient
expression onstru tors, whi h are dis ussed below. The formal semanti s of
lutins is straightforwardly derived from the (standard models) semanti s of
PF in [17℄. (See [28℄ for a detailed des ription of the syntax and semanti s
of lutins.)

2.1 Higher-Order Fun tions and Types
Higher-order logi (or type theory) was developed in the early part of this
entury to serve as a foundation for mathemati s, but lost its popularity as a
foundation for mathemati s in the 1930's with the rise of set theory and rstorder logi . Higher-order logi emphasizes the role of fun tions, in ontrast
to set theory, whi h emphasizes the role of sets. In type theory, fun tions
1 By a logi , we mean in e e t a fun tion. Given a parti ular vo abulary, or set of
(nonlogi al) onstants, the logi yields a triple onsisting of a formal language L, a lass
of models A for the language, and a satisfa tion relation j= between models and formulas. The fun tion is normally determined by the syntax and semanti s of a set of logi al
onstants for the logi .
The satisfa tion relation determines a onsequen e relation between sets of formulas and
individual formulas. A formula P is a onsequen e of a set of formulas S if A j= P holds
whenever A j= Q holds for every Q 2 S .
When we speak of a theory , we mean in essen e a language together with a set of axioms.
A formula is a theorem of the theory if it is a onsequen e of the axioms.
2 Pronoun ed as the word in Fren h.
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may be quanti ed and may take other fun tions as arguments. In order to
avoid ir ularity, fun tions are organized a ording to a type hierar hy.
Type theory has a uniform syntax; it is based on familiar notions; and it
is highly expressive. The use of -notation allows fun tions to be spe i ed
su in tly. Sin e type theory ontains se ond-order logi , there are many
things that an be expressed in it whi h annot be dire tly expressed in rstorder logi . For example, the indu tion prin iple for the natural numbers an
be expressed ompletely and naturally by a single se ond-order formula. (See
[4, 45℄ for dis ussion on the expressive power of se ond-order logi relative to
rst-order logi .)
The type hierar hy of lutins onsists of base types and fun tion types.
Let L be a language in lutins. The base types of L are the type of propositions prop and m  1 types of individuals.3 The fun tion types of L are
indu tively de ned from its base types: if 1 ; : : : ; n; n+1 are (base or fun tion) types where n  1, then 1 ; : : : ; n ! n+1 is a fun tion type. Sin e
m and n may be stri tly greater than 1, the type stru ture is \many-sorted"
and \multivariate," respe tively.
A higher-order logi with this sort of type hierar hy is alled a simple
type theory . The automati theorem proving system tps developed at mu
[2℄, the proof development system hol developed at the University of Cambridge [26℄, and the ehdm and pvs veri ation systems developed at SRI
International [42, 39℄ are also based on simple type theories. However, in
these systems fun tion types ontain only total fun tions, while in lutins,
some types may ontain partial fun tions. These are the types of kind ind .
We say that a type is of kind ind (or ) if is a base type of individuals
or = 1 ; : : : ; n ! n+1 and n+1 is of kind ind. Otherwise, we say that
is of kind prop (or ).
When a fun tion type is known to be of kind ind, we prefer to write it in
the form 1 ; : : : ; n * n+1 instead of 1 ; : : : ; n ! n+1 . This emphasizes
that ontains partial fun tions as well as total fun tions.
Every formal expression in lutins has a unique type. The type of an
expression serves both a semanti and synta ti role: An expression denotes
an obje t in the denotation of its type (if the expression is de ned), and the
synta ti well-formedness of an expression is determined on the basis of the
3 We will refer to these types by the names ind, ind , et ., although of ourse they may
1
be given any onvenient names.
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types of its omponents. An expression is said to be of kind ind [respe tively,
prop ℄ if its type is of kind ind [respe tively, prop℄. Expressions of kind ind are
used to refer to mathemati al obje ts; they may be unde ned. Expressions
of kind prop are primarily used in making assertions about mathemati al
obje ts; they are always de ned.

2.2 Partial Fun tions
One of the primary distinguishing hara teristi s of lutins is its dire t approa h to spe ifying and reasoning about partial fun tions (i.e., fun tions
whi h are not ne essarily de ned on all arguments). Partial fun tions are
ubiquitous in both mathemati s and omputer s ien e. If a term is onstru ted from simpler expressions by the appli ation of an expression denoting a partial fun tion f to an expression denoting an argument a whi h
is outside the domain of f , then the term itself has no natural denotation.
Su h a term would violate the existen e assumption of lassi al logi , whi h
says that terms always have a denotation. Thus a dire t handling of partial
fun tions an only lie outside of lassi al logi .4
The semanti s of lutins is based on ve prin iples:
(1) Variables, onstants, and -expressions always have a denotation.
(2) Expressions of type prop always denote a standard truth value.
(3) Expressions of kind ind may denote partial fun tions.
(4) An appli ation of kind ind is unde ned if its fun tion or any of its
arguments is unde ned.
(5) An appli ation of type prop is false if any of its arguments is unde ned.
As a onsequen e of these prin iples, expressions of kind prop must be
denoting. We have hosen this approa h for dealing with partial fun tions
be ause it auses minimal disruption to the patterns in reasoning familiar
4 However, sin e the graph of a fun tion (partial or total) an always be represented
as a relation, the problem of nondenoting terms an in theory be easily avoided|at the
ost of using unwieldy, verbose expressions pa ked with existential quanti ers. Hen e, if
pragmati on erns are not important , lassi al logi is perfe tly adequate for dealing with
partial fun tions.
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from lassi al logi and standard mathemati al pra ti e. (For a detailed
dis ussion of various ways of handling partial fun tions in predi ate logi ,
see [16℄.)

2.3 Constru tors
The expressions of a language of lutins are onstru ted from variables and
onstants by applying onstru tors . Constru tors serve as \logi al onstants"
that are available in every language. lutins has approximately 20 onstru tors. (PF and PF have only two onstru tors, appli ation and abstra tion.) Logi ally, the most basi onstru tors are apply-operator,
lambda, iota, and equals; in prin iple every expression of lutins ould be
built from these four.5 The other onstru tors serve to provide e onomy of
expression.
There is a full set of onstru tors for predi ate logi : onstants for true
and false, propositional onne tives, equality6 , and universal and existential
quanti ers. lutins also has an de nite des ription operator , an if-thenelse operator if, and de nedness onstru tors is-defined (denoted by the
post x symbol #) and defined-in (# in between an expression and a sort).
Although a few onstru tors (su h as implies (in x ) and not (:)) orrespond to genuine fun tions, most onstru tors do not. For example, the
onstru tor if is nonstri t in its se ond and third arguments (e.g., the expression if(0 = 0; 0; 1=0) is de ned in a theory of arithmeti even though 1=0
is unde ned). Four onstru tors bind variables: forall (8), forsome (9), ,
and , the basi variable-binding onstru tor.
The  onstru tor, the de nite des ription operator of lutins, is a onstru tor that annot be easily imitated in other logi s. Using this onstru tor,
one an reate a term of the form x:P (x), where P is a predi ate, whi h denotes the unique element des ribed by P . More pre isely, x:P (x) denotes
the unique x that satis es P if there is su h an x and is unde ned otherwise.
In addition to being quite natural, this kind of de nite des ription operator is
5 Throughout this paper, onstru tors will be denoted using traditional symbology. For
example, lambda and iota are denoted, respe tively, by the variable-binding symbols 
and ; equals is denoted by the usual in x symbol =; and apply-operator is denoted
impli itly by the standard notation of fun tion appli ation.
6 The meaning of the formula s = t is that s and t denote the same value, and so
0=0 = 0=0 is a false assertion.
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very useful for spe ifying (partial) fun tions. For example, ordinary division
(whi h is unde ned whenever its se ond argument is 0) an be de ned from
the times fun tion  by a -expression of the form

x; y : z : x = y  z:
In logi s in whi h terms always have a denotation, there is no ompletely
satisfa tory way to formalize a de nite des ription operator (see B. Russell's
attempt [43℄). This is be ause a de nite des ription term x:P (x) must
always have a denotation, even when there is no unique element satisfying
P.
The imps implementation allows one to reate ma ro/abbreviations alled
quasi- onstru tors whi h are de ned in terms of the ordinary onstru tors.
For example, the quasi- onstru tor quasi-equals (in x ') is de ned by the
following bi onditional:

e1 ' e2  (e1# _e2#)  e1 = e2 :
A quasi- onstru tor is used in two di erent modes: as a devi e for onstru ting expressions with a ommon form and as if it were an ordinary
onstru tor. The rst mode is needed for proving basi theorems about
quasi- onstru tors, while the se ond mode e e tively gives the user a logi
with a ri her set of onstru tors. Quasi- onstru tors an be espe ially useful for formulating generi theories (e.g., a theory of nite sequen es) and
spe ial-purpose logi s within imps.
Constru tors and quasi- onstru tors are polymorphi in the sense that
they an be applied to expressions of several di erent types. For instan e,
the onstru tor if an take any three expressions as arguments as long as
the type of the rst expression is prop and the se ond and third expressions
are of the same type.

2.4 Sorts
Superimposed on the type hierar hy of lutins is a system of subtypes. We
all types and subtypes jointly sorts . The sort hierar hy onsists of atomi
sorts and ompound sorts. Let L be a language in lutins. L ontains a set
of atomi sorts whi h in ludes the base types of L. The ompound sorts of
L are indu tively de ned from the atomi sorts of L in the same way that
7

fun tion types of L are de ned from the base types of L. Every atomi sort
is assigned an en losing sort  ( ).  is the least re exive, transitive binary
relation on the sorts of L su h that:




If

is an atomi sort, then

If 1  1 ; : : : ;
n+1 .

n+1



n+1 ,

 (

).

then 1 ; : : : ;

n

!

n+1

 1; : : : ;

n

!

It follows from the de nition of a lutins language that the en losing sort
fun tion  satis es three properties:




The en losing sort of a base type is itself.
The en losing sort of an atomi sort is of kind prop i the atomi sort
is itself prop.

  is noetherian, i.e., every as ending sequen e of sorts,
1  2  3  ;
is eventually stationary.
These properties imply that:

  is a partial order.
 For all sorts , there is a unique type , alled the type of , su h that
 .
 If two sorts have the same type, there is a least upper bound for them
in .
A sort denotes a nonempty subset of the denotation of its type. Hen e
sorts may overlap, whi h is very onvenient for formalizing mathemati s.
(The overlapping of sorts has been dubbed in lusion polymorphism [6℄.)
Sin e a partial fun tion from a set A to a set B is also a partial fun tion
from any superset of A to any superset of B , ompound sorts of kind ind
have a very elegant semanti s: The denotation of = 1 ; : : : ; n * n+1 of
type of kind ind is the set of partial (and total) fun tions f of type su h
8

that f (a1 ; : : : ; an ) is unde ned whenever at least one of its arguments ai lies
outside the denotation of i .
Sorts serve two main purposes. First, they help to spe ify the value of
an expression. Every expression is assigned a sort ( alled the synta ti sort
of the expression) on the basis of its syntax. If an expression is de ned , it
denotes an obje t in the denotation of its synta ti sort. Se ond, sorts are
used to restri t the appli ation of binding onstru tors. For example, if is
a sort of type , then a formula of the form

8x : : P (x)

(whi h says, for all x of sort , P (x) holds) is equivalent to the formula

8y : : (y #

)  P (y ):

Sorts are not dire tly used for determining the well-formedness of expressions.
Thus, if f and a are expressions of sorts ! and 0 , respe tively, then the
appli ation f (a) is well-formed provided only that and 0 have the same
type.
As a simple illustration of the e e tiveness of this subtyping me hanism,
onsider the language of our basis theory of real numbers, Complete Ordered
Field, in whi h we stipulate N is en losed by Z, whi h is en losed by Q, whi h
is en losed by R, whi h is en losed by the base type ind. So N * R denotes
the set of all partial fun tions from the natural numbers to the real numbers.
This set of fun tions is a subset of the denotation of ind * ind. A fun tion
onstant spe i ed to be of sort R * R would automati ally be appli able to
expressions of sort N. Similarly, if f is a fun tion onstant de lared to be of
sort N * N and a is an expression of sort R, then f (a) is automati ally wellformed , but f (a) is well-de ned only when a denotes a natural number. A
subtyping me hanism of this kind would be quite awkward in a logi having
only total fun tions.
Sin e lutins has a partially ordered set of sorts, it is an \ordered-sorted"
logi . Ordered-sorted type theory [32℄ (and most weaker order-sorted logi s)
an be dire tly embedded in lutins.

2.5 Summary
is a many-sorted, multivariate higher-order predi ate logi with partial fun tions and subtypes. It has strong support for spe ifying and rea-

lutins
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soning about fun tions: -notation, partial fun tions, a true de nite des ription operator, and full quanti ation over fun tions. Its type hierar hy and
sort me hanism are onvenient and natural for developing many di erent
kinds of mathemati s. Although lutins ontains no polymorphism in the
sense of variables over types, polymorphism is a hieved through the use of
onstru tors and quasi- onstru tors, sorts, and theory interpretations (see
Se tion 3.3).
Perhaps most importantly, the intuition behind lutins losely orresponds to the intuition used in everyday mathemati s. The logi al prin iples
employed by lutins are derived from lassi al predi ate logi and standard
mathemati al pra ti e. This puts it in ontrast to some other higher-order
logi s, su h as Martin-Lof's onstru tive type theory [34℄, the Coquand-Huet
Cal ulus of Constru tions [10℄, and the logi of the Nuprl proof development
system [9℄. These logi s|whi h are onstru tive as well as higher order|
employ ri h type onstru tors and in orporate the \propositions as types"
isomorphism (see [31℄). Motivated in part by a desire to model omputational
reasoning, they are a signi ant departure from traditional, lassi al mathemati al pra ti e. Moreover, they allow dependent types or quanti ation
over type variables, whi h reate more ompli ated type systems. However,
the Martin-Lof-style systems provide simpler, spe i ally predi ative [21℄,
methods for de ning mathemati al obje ts, so that their domains are in this
respe t less ompli ated than those for lassi al simple type theories. The
restri tion to predi ative de nitions may or may not be an advantage; from
the point of view of developing lassi al analysis, for instan e, it is ertainly
an impediment [44, 50, 49, 21℄.

3 Little Theories Approa h
supports the \little theories" version of the axiomati method [19℄ as
well as the \big theory" version in whi h all reasoning is performed within
a single powerful and highly expressive axiomati theory, su h as ZermeloFraenkel set theory. In the little theories version, a number of theories are
used in the ourse of developing a portion of mathemati s. Di erent theorems
are proved in di erent theories, depending on the amount and kind of mathemati s that is required. Theories are logi ally linked together by translations
alled theory interpretations whi h serve as onduits to pass results from one
imps
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theory to another. We argue in [19℄ that this way of organizing mathemati s
a ross a network of linked theories is advantageous for managing omplex
mathemati s by means of abstra tion and reuse.

3.1 Theories
Mathemati ally, a theory in imps onsists of a language and a set of axioms.
At the implementation level, however, theories ontain additional stru ture
whi h en odes this axiomati information in pro edural or tabular form. It
fa ilitates various kinds of low-level reasoning within theories that are en apsulated in the imps expression simpli er (see Se tion 4.4.1).
A theory is onstru ted from a (possibly empty) set of subtheories, a
language, and a set of axioms. Theories are related to ea h other in two
ways: one theory an be the subtheory of another, and one theory an be
interpreted in another by a theory interpretation. A theory may be enri hed
via the de nition of new atomi sorts and onstants and via the installation
of theorems. Several examples of theories are dis ussed in Se tion 7.

3.2 De nitions
supports four kinds of de nitions: atomi sort de nitions, onstant
de nitions, re ursive fun tion de nitions, and re ursive predi ate de nitions.
In the following let T be an arbitrary theory.
Atomi sort de nitions are used to de ne new atomi sorts from nonempty
unary predi ates. An atomi sort de nition for T is a pair Æ = (n; U ) where
n is a symbol intended to be the name of a new atomi sort of T and U is a
nonempty unary predi ate in T intended to spe ify the extension of the new
sort. Æ an be installed in T only if the formula 9x:U (x) is known to be a
theorem of T . As an example, the pair
imps

(N; x : Z : 0  x)

de nes N to be an atomi sort whi h denotes the natural numbers. Sin e
the sort of an expression gives immediate information about the value of the
expression, it is often very advantageous to de ne new atomi sorts rather
than work dire tly with unary predi ates.
Constant de nitions are used to de ne new onstants from de ned expressions. A onstant de nition for T is a pair Æ = (n; e) where n is a symbol
11

intended to be the name of a new onstant of T and e is a expression in T
intended to spe ify the value of the new onstant. Æ an be installed in T
only if the formula e# is veri ed to be a theorem of T . As an example, the
pair
( oor; x : R : z : Z : z  x ^ x < 1 + z )
de nes the oor fun tion on reals using the  onstru tor.
Re ursive fun tion de nitions are used to de ne one or more fun tions by
(mutual) re ursion. They are essentially an implementation of the approa h
to re ursive de nitions presented by Y. Mos hovakis in [38℄. A re ursive de nition for T is a pair Æ = ([n1 ; : : : ; nk ℄; [F1 ; : : : ; Fk ℄) where k  1, [n1 ; : : : ; nk ℄
is a list of distin t symbols intended to be the names of k new onstants,
and [F1 ; : : : ; Fk ℄ is a list of fun tionals (i.e., fun tions whi h map fun tions
to fun tions) of kind ind in T intended to spe ify, as a system, the values of
the new onstants. Æ an be installed in T only if the fun tionals F1 ; : : : ; Fk
are veri ed to be monotone in T with respe t to the subfun tion order v.7
The names [n1 ; : : : ; nk ℄ then denote the simultaneous least xed point of the
fun tionals F1 ; : : : ; Fk . As an example, the pair
(fa torial; f : Z * Z : n : Z : if(n = 0; 1; n  f (n 1)))
is a re ursive de nition of the fa torial fun tion in our standard theory of
the real numbers.
This approa h to re ursive de nitions is very natural in imps be ause
expressions of kind ind are allowed to denote partial fun tions. Noti e that
there is no requirement that the fun tions de ned by a re ursive de nition be
total. In a logi in whi h fun tions must be total, a list of fun tionals an be
a legitimate re ursive de nition only if it has a solution omposed entirely of
total fun tions. This is a diÆ ult ondition for a ma hine to he k, espe ially
when k > 1. Of ourse, in imps there is no need for a re ursive de nition to
satisfy this ondition sin e a re ursive de nition is legitimate as long as the
de ning fun tionals are monotone. imps has an automati synta ti he k
suÆ ient for monotoni ity that su eeds for many ommon re ursive fun tion
de nitions.
Re ursive predi ate de nitions are used to de ne one or more predi ates
by (mutual) re ursion. They are implemented in essentially the same way as
7 f v g i f (a ; : : : ; a ) = g (a ; : : : ; a ) for all m-tuples ha ; : : : ; a i in the domain of
1
m
1
m
1
m
f.
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re ursive fun tion de nitions using the order 8 on predi ates. This approa h
is based on the lassi theory of positive indu tive de nitions (see [37℄). For
an example, onsider the pair
([even; odd℄; [F1 ; F2 ℄);
where:

 F1 = e; o : N ! prop : n : N : if(n = 0; truth; o(n 1)).
 F2 = e; o : N ! prop : n : N : if(n = 0; falsehood; e(n 1)).

It de nes the predi ates even and odd on the natural numbers by mutual
re ursion. As with re ursive fun tion de nitions, there is an automati synta ti he k suÆ ient for monotoni ity that su eeds for many re ursive predi ate de nitions.

3.3 Theory Interpretations
One of the hief virtues of the axiomati method is that the theorems of a
theory an be \transported" to any spe ialization of the theory. A theory
interpretation is a synta ti devi e for translating the language of a sour e
theory to the language of a target theory. By de nition, it has the property
that the image of a theorem of the sour e theory is always a theorem of
the target theory. It then follows that any formula proved in the sour e
theory translates to a theorem of the target theory. We use this method in
a variety of ways (whi h are des ribed below) to reuse mathemati al results
from abstra t mathemati al theories.
Theory interpretations are onstru ted in imps by giving an interpretation
of the sorts and onstants of the language of the sour e theory; this is the
standard approa h whi h is usually seen in logi textbooks (e.g., see [14, 35,
46℄). We give below a summary of theory interpretations in imps; a detailed
des ription of theory interpretations for PF is given in [17℄.
Let T and T 0 be theories over languages L and L0 , respe tively. A translation from T to T 0 is a pair  = (;  ), where  is a mapping from the sorts
of L to the sorts of L0 and  is a mapping from the onstants of L to the
expressions of L0 , su h that:
8 p  q i p(a ; : : : ; a )  q (a ; : : : ; a ) for all m-tuples ha ; : : : ; a i in the ommon
1
m
1
m
1
m
domain of p and q.
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(1) (prop) = prop.
(2) For ea h sort

of L,

and ( ) are of the same kind.

(3) If is a sort of L with type , then ( ) and ( ) have the same type.
(4) If is a onstant of
( ).

L of sort

, then the type of  ( ) is the type of

Given an expression e of L, (e) denotes the expression of L0 , de ned in the
obvious way from  and  , that is the translation of e via .9
Let  be a translation from T to T 0 . An obligation of  is a formula
(') where ' is either:
(1) an axiom of T ;
(2) a formula asserting that a parti ular onstant of L is de ned in its sort;
or
(3) a formula asserting that a parti ular atomi sort of L is a subset of its
en losing sort.
By a theorem alled the interpretation theorem (see [17℄),  is a theory interpretation from T to T 0 if ea h of its obligations is a theorem of T 0 .
The imps system provides support for using theory interpretations in
many di erent ways. The following are brief des riptions of some of the
most important ways theory interpretations are used in imps. See [19℄ for
further dis ussion on appli ations of theory interpretations in me hani al
theorem proving.

Theorem reuse Mathemati ians want to be able to formulate a result in
the most general axiomati framework that good taste and ease of omprehension allow. One major advantage of this approa h is that a result proved
in an abstra t theory holds in all ontexts that have the same stru ture as
the abstra t theory. In imps, theory interpretations are used foremost as a
9 The translations available in imps are a tually more general than what we des ribe
here:  is allowed to map sorts to unary predi ates. When this o urs, expressions beginning with variable binders su h as 8 or  must be \relativized." For example, if  maps
to a unary predi ate U on sort , then (8x : : ) = 8x : : U (x)  ( ).
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for every a; b : K; n : Z impli ation
 onjun tion
Æ 1n
Æ :(a = oK)
Æ :(b = oKP)  
 (a + b)n = nj=0 nj  bj  an j :
Figure 1: The Binomial Theorem in Fields
me hanism for realizing this advantage: theorems proved in abstra t theories an be transported via a theory interpretation to all appropriate on rete
stru tures. For instan e, the binomial theorem may be proved in a theory of
elds (see Figure 1).10 Be ause the real numbers form a eld, we an de ne
a theory interpretation from the theory of elds to a theory of the reals. As
a onsequen e, we an then \install" the usual binomial theorem for the real
numbers.

Automati appli ation of theorems Theorems an be automati ally
applied in imps in two ways: (1) as rewrite rules (see Se tion 4.4.3) and
(2) as ma etes (see Se tion 4.4.4). Theorems an be applied both inside and
outside of their home theories. A theorem is applied within a theory T whi h
is outside of its home theory H by, in e e t, transporting the theorem from H
to T and then applying the new theorem dire tly within T . The me hanism
is based on a kind of polymorphi mat hing alled translation mat hing [19℄;
the theory interpretation used to transport the theorem is either sele ted or
onstru ted automati ally by imps. See Se tions 4.4.4 and 4.4.5 for more
details.
Polymorphi operators As we noted in Se tion 2.3, onstru tors and
quasi- onstru tors are polymorphi in the sense that they an be applied to
expressions of several di erent types. This sort of polymorphism is not very
useful unless we have results about onstru tors and quasi- onstru tors that
10 In this formulation, K is the underlying sort of eld elements. Figure 1 is printed
exa tly as formatted by the the TEX presentation fa ility of imps. Various swit hes are
available, for instan e to ause onne tives to be printed in-line with the usual logi al symbols instead of being written as words with subexpressions presented in itemized format.
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ould be used in proofs regardless of the a tual types that are involved. For
onstru tors, most of these \generi " results are oded in the form of rules,
as des ribed in Se tion 4.2. Sin e quasi- onstru tors, unlike onstru tors,
an be introdu ed by imps users, it is imperative that there is some way to
prove generi results about quasi- onstru tors. This an be done by proving
theorems about quasi- onstru tors in a theory of generi types, and then
transporting these results as needed to theories where the quasi- onstru tor
is used. For example, onsider the quasi- onstru tor omposition (in x Æ)
de ned as follows, for expressions f and g of type ! and ! ,
respe tively:
f Æ g  x : : f (g (x)):
The basi properties about Æ, su h as asso iativity, an be proved in a generi
theory having four base types but no onstants, axioms, or other atomi
sorts. See Se tion 7.2 for further dis ussion on using quasi- onstru tors as
polymorphi operators.

Symmetry and duality proofs Theory interpretations an be used to
formalize ertain kinds of arguments involving symmetry and duality. For
example, suppose we have proved a theorem in some theory and have noti ed
that some other onje ture follows from this theorem \by symmetry." This
notion of symmetry an frequently be made pre ise by reating a theory
interpretation from the theory to itself whi h translates the theorem to the
onje ture. As an illustration, let T be a theory of groups where  is a
binary onstant denoting group multipli ation. Then the translation from
T to T whi h takes  to x; y : y  x and holds everything else xed maps
the left an ellation law x  y = x  z  y = z to the right an ellation law
y  x = z  x  y = z . Sin e this translation is in fa t a theory interpretation,
we need only prove the left an ellation law to show that both an ellation
laws are theorems of T .
Parametri theories As argued by R. Burstall and J. Goguen (e.g., in
[23, 24℄), a exible notion of parametri theory an be obtained with the
use of ordinary theories and theory interpretations. The key idea is that the
primitives of a subtheory of a theory are a olle tion of parameters whi h an
be instantiated as a group via a theory interpretation. For example, onsider
a generi theory T of graphs whi h ontains a subtheory T 0 of abstra t
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nodes and edges, and another theory U ontaining graphs with a on rete
representation. The general results about graphs in T an be transported
to U by reating a theory interpretation  from T 0 to U and then lifting
, in a ompletely me hani al way, to a theory interpretation of T to an
extension of U . This use of theory interpretations has been implemented in
obj3 as well as imps (but in obj3, whi h has no fa ility for theorem proving,
translation obligations must be he ked by hand). For a detailed des ription
of this te hnique, see [15, 18℄.

Relative onsisten y If there is a theory interpretation from a theory
T to a theory T 0, then T is onsistent if T 0 is onsistent. Thus, theory
interpretations provide a me hanism for showing that one theory is onsistent
relative to another. One onsequen e of this is that imps an be used as a
foundational system . In this approa h, whenever one introdu es a theory, one
shows it to be onsistent relative to a hosen foundational theory (su h as
perhaps our theory of real numbers Real Arithmeti , des ribed in Se tion 7).

3.4 Theory Ensembles
Ordinarily, mathemati ians use the term theory in a mu h broader sense
than we use in this paper, or than is used by logi ians generally. In this
sense \metri spa e theory" refers not to the formal theory of a single metri
spa e (whi h is from a mathemati al point of view not very interesting) but
at the very least a theory of metri spa es and mappings between them. For
example, the notion of ontinuity for mappings involves two separate metri
spa es, and is naturally de ned in a theory whi h is the union of two opies
of a theory of an abstra t metri spa e. A family of theories organized in this
way is implemented in imps as a theory ensemble whi h onsists of a base
theory, opies of the base theory alled theory repli as, and unions of opies
of the base theory alled theory multiples. The various theories of a theory
ensemble are onne ted by theory interpretations whi h rename onstants.
Theory interpretations are automati ally reated from the base theory to
ea h theory repli a, and theory interpretations between the theory multiples
are reated when needed by the user. The theory interpretations allow the
user to make a de nition or prove a theorem in just one pla e, and then
transport the de nition or theorem to other members of the theory ensemble
as needed.
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for every f : P0 * P1 ; g : P1 * P2 impli ation
 onjun tion
Æ ontinuous(f )
Æ ontinuous12 (g)
 ontinuous02 (g Æ f ):
for every f : P0 * P1 ; g : P1 * P2 impli ation
 onjun tion
Æ ontinuous(f )
Æ ontinuous(g)
 ontinuous(g Æ f ):
Figure 2: Composition Preserves Continuity (Printed without and with overloading)
As an illustration, onsider the theory ensemble for the imps theory M
of an abstra t metri spa e. The points and the distan e fun tion of the
metri spa e are denoted in M by an atomi sort P and a onstant dist (of
sort P; P * R). For n  0, let Mn be a opy of M in whi h the set of
points and distan e fun tion are denoted by Pn and distn , and let U n be the
union of M0 ; : : : ; Mn 1 . (Usually, n  3.) The theorem in Figure 2, whi h
says that the omposition of two ontinuous fun tions is itself a ontinuous
fun tion, is proved in U 3 . The onstant ontinuous is de ned in U 2 by
the user. imps introdu es the onstants ontinuous12 and ontinuous02
by transporting the de nition of ontinuous to U 3 via the obvious theory
interpretations. Normally, the user would use the me hanism in imps for
overloading onstants so that ea h of the three ontinuous onstants would
be written for the user as ontinuous and the theorem would be printed in
TEX in the se ond form given in Figure 2.
After this omposition theorem is proved, it an be transported to other
theory repli as and multiples of the theory ensemble. For example, to obtain
the omposition theorem for ontinuous fun tions on a single metri spa e,
the theorem would be transported from U 3 to M via the theory interpretation whi h maps ea h of P0 ; P1 ; P2 to P and ea h of dist0 ; dist1 ; dist2
to dist. The theory ensemble me hanism also supports the transportation
of de nitions and theorems from a theory multiple to one of its \instan es."
For example, the user an transport the de nition of ontinuous to Real
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Arithmeti by doing little more than spe ifying that both P0 ; P1 map to R
and both dist0 ; dist1 map to x; y : R : jx y j.

4 Theorem Proving
In a ordan e with our emphasis on mathemati ally natural and intuitively
understandable proofs, we distinguish two levels of reasoning in proving theorems in imps. Reasoning at the (lower) formula level is largely done automati ally via an expression simpli ation routine. Reasoning at the proof
stru ture level is done by user and the ma hine intera tively. imps is designed to provide some automated support, but without giving free reign to
the ma hine; the ourse of ma hine dedu tion is or hestrated and ontrolled
by the user.
imps produ es formal proofs; they serve as the basis for onveying why
the theorem is true. Be ause they are intended for this purpose, they are
very di erent from the formal proofs that are des ribed in logi text books.
Usually a text book formal proof is a sequen e or tree onstru ted using a
small number of low-level rules of inferen e. Formal proofs of this kind tend
to be omposed of a mass of small logi al steps. Humans usually nd these
proofs to be unintelligible. In ontrast, the steps in an imps proof an be
large, and most low-level inferen e in the proof is performed by the expression simpli ation routine. Moreover, a number of these larger steps may
be grouped together as the result of a single human-level ommand. Sin e
inferen e is des ribed at a high level, proofs onstru ted in imps resemble
informal proofs in understandability, but unlike an informal proof, all the
details of an imps proof have been he ked by ma hine.

4.1 Dedu tion Graphs
Every proof is arried out within some formal theory. In the pro ess of
onstru ting a proof, imps builds a data stru ture representing the dedu tion,
so that during the proof pro ess the user has great freedom to de ide the
order in whi h he wants to work on di erent subgoals, and to try alternative
strategies on a parti ular subgoal. At the end of a proof, this obje t, alled
a dedu tion graph , an be surveyed by the user, typeset automati ally, or
analyzed by software.
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The items appearing in a dedu tion graph are not formulas, but sequents,
in a sense derived from Gentzen [22℄; see [36℄ for a dis ussion of the advantage
of organizing dedu tion in this way. A sequent onsists of a single formula
alled the assertion together with a ontext. The ontext is logi ally a nite
set of assumptions, although the implementation a hes various kinds of derived information with a ontext. In addition, the implementation asso iates
ea h ontext with a parti ular theory. We will write a sequent in the form
) A; where is a ontext and A is an assertion.
A dedu tion graph is a dire ted graph with nodes of two kinds, representing sequents and inferen es respe tively. If an arrow points from a sequent
node to an inferen e node, then the sequent node represents a hypothesis to
the inferen e. An inferen e node has exa tly one arrow pointing at a sequent
node, and that sequent node represents the on lusion of the inferen e. A
sequent node is said to be grounded (i.e., known to be \valid" or \true") if
at least one arrow omes into it from a grounded inferen e node; an inferen e node is grounded if, for every arrow oming into it, the sour e of the
arrow is a grounded sequent node. In parti ular, an inferen e node with no
arrows oming into it represents an inferen e with no hypotheses, and is thus
\immediately grounded." A dedu tion graph has one distinguished sequent
node as its goal; it represents the theorem to be proved. A dedu tion graph
is a proof of ea h sequent represented by a grounded sequent node in the
graph.
This representation of dedu tions has several advantages. First, be ause
any number of inferen e nodes may share a ommon sequent node as their
on lusion, the user (or a program) may try any number of alternative strategies for proving a given sequent. Se ond, loops in dedu tion graphs arise
naturally; they indi ate that either of two sequents may be derived from
the other, possibly in ombination with di erent sets of additional premises.
Finally, at the end of a proof, the resulting dedu tion graph serves as a
trans ript for analyzing the reasoning used in the proof, and re olle ting the
ideas. On the other hand, the ost to store the obje ts is not signi ant: in
the urrent imps data base of almost a thousand proofs, only 18 ontain as
many as a hundred sequent nodes; the average number is 23.
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4.2 Building Dedu tion Graphs
A dedu tion graph is begun by \posting" the goal node, a sequent node representing a sequent to be proved. The dedu tion graph is then enlarged by
posting additional sequent nodes and reating inferen es. The building of a
dedu tion graph usually stops when the goal node is marked as grounded.
Inferen e nodes are reated by pro edures alled primitive inferen es . Primitive inferen es provide the only means to add inferen e nodes to a dedu tion
graph; there is no way to modify or delete existing inferen e nodes. Ea h
primitive inferen e works in roughly the same way: Certain information is fed
to the primitive inferen e; zero or more new sequent nodes are posted; and
nally, an inferen e node is onstru ted that links the newly posted nodes
with one or more previously posted nodes.
There are about 30 primitive inferen es. Two of the primitive inferen es
are spe ial: simpli ation makes an inferen e on the basis of simplifying
expressions (see Se tion 4.4.1); ma ete-appli ation makes an inferen e by
applying a ma ete (see Se tion 4.4.4). Ea h of the remaining primitive inferen es embody one of the basi laws of lutins (or is a variant of simpli ation
or ma ete-appli ation). For example, the primitive inferen e dire t-inferen e
applies an analogue of an introdu tion rule of Gentzen's sequent al ulus (in
reverse). It is sele ted a ording to the leading onstru tor of the assertion
of the input sequent node, whi h will be ome the on lusion of the inferen e. The system also has primitive inferen es for beta-redu tion, universal
generalization, existential generalization, equality substitution, ontraposition, ut, ba k haining, eliminating iota expressions, extensionality, unfolding de ned onstants, de nedness assertions, raising if-then-else expressions,
assuming theorems, introdu ing hoi e fun tions, and for modifying the ontext of a sequent in various ways. Although the primitive inferen es are
available in every theory, some of them, su h as simpli ation and de nedonstant-unfolding depend on the axioms and theorems in the theory.
Primitive inferen es are not alled dire tly by the user. Instead, the user
invokes intera tive proof ommands whi h are pro edures that all primitive
inferen es in useful patterns. They are akin to what are alled ta ti s in
some other systems, su h as hol [26℄, l f [25℄, and Nuprl [9℄.
Commands are more useful than mere primitive inferen es for three reasons. First, unlike primitive inferen es, ommands have an interfa e proedure for olle ting information from the user. The interfa e pro edure
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prote ts the user from the \primitive" nature of the arguments of a primitive inferen e. For instan e, the ommand unfold-single-de ned- onstant
olle ts a set of natural numbers, where the number n represents the nth
o urren e of the de ned onstant to be unfolded. By ontrast, the primitive
inferen e de ned- onstant-unfolding requires a set of paths11 to the de ned
onstant that is to be unfolded. The interfa e pro edure al ulates a path for
ea h natural number and then alls the primitive inferen e de ned- onstantunfolding with this new information. More pre isely, the interfa e pro edure
or hestrates a onversation in whi h information an be ex hanged a number
of times between the user and the system. For example, when the user applies the ommand unfold-single-de ned- onstant to some sequent node, the
system will list the onstants that o ur in the assertion of sequent, the user
will sele t one, and then the system will unfold the onstant if there is only
one o urren e of it in the sequent. If there is more than one o urren e, the
system will ask the user for whi h o urren es to unfold.
Se ond, ommands may ombine primitive inferen es into larger, more
humanly understandable units. They may thus lift the user to a higher
level of inferen e than that of primitive inferen es. As an illustration, onsider again the ommand unfold-single-de ned- onstant. After this ommand
alls the primitive inferen e to unfold some spe i ed o urren es of a de ned
onstant, the beta-redu tion primitive inferen e is alled repeatedly until
no beta-redu tions are possible. This has the desirable e e t of building in
beta-redu tion into onstant unfolding.
And, third, ommands provide the user with new inferen es that realize
a ertain pattern of primitive inferen es. These kind of ommands, whi h
we sometimes informally all strategies , usually add several new inferen e
nodes to a dedu tion graph at one time. Some of the simplest and most
useful strategies break down the logi al stru ture of an assertion (e.g, by applying the dire t-inferen e primitive inferen e repeatedly), or else instantiate
universal assumptions, existential assertions, and theorems.
An extremely important strategy is used for proving theorems by indu tion. The strategy takes, among other arguments, an indu tor whi h spe i es
what indu tion prin iple to use, how to apply the indu tion prin iple, and
11 By a path we mean a sequen e of natural numbers that \navigates" from the topmost
node of an expression, regarded as a tree, to some subexpression. It is thus one way of
formalizing and implementing the notion of an o urren e.
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for every n : Z impli ation
 0P n
 nj=0 j 6 = n7 =7 + n6 =2 + n5=2 n3=6 + n=42:
Figure 3: The Sum of Sixth Powers
for every f; g : Z * R; a; b : Z impli ation
 for every z : Z impli ation
Æ az^z b
Æ f (z)  g(z)
 Pba f  Pba g:
Figure 4: The Monotoni ity of Summation
what heuristi s to employ in trying to prove the basis and indu tion step.
imps allows the user to build his own indu tors; the indu tion prin iples
are axioms or theorems of an appropriate form. For example, the indu tion
prin iple for the integers in Real Arithmeti is just the full se ond-order indu tion axiom. The indu tion strategy is very e e tive on many theorems
from elementary mathemati s; in some simple ases, the strategy an produ e a omplete proof (two su h formulas are printed in Figures 3{4), while
in other ases it does part of the work and then returns ontrol to the user.
imps also has \ending" strategies, the most basi of whi h is alled proveby-logi -and-simpli ation. These strategies orrespond to statements like
\and the theorem follows from the above lemmas" that are ommonly given
in informal proofs. They make ompli ated, but shallow inferen es using lots
of logi al dedu tion and simpli ation. These strategies have the avor of
the proof sear h strategies of lassi automated theorem provers; hen e, they
give imps an automated, as well as intera tive, theorem proving apability.

4.3 Soundness
We intend, of ourse, that the user an only make sound inferen es in imps.
Our s heme for guaranteeing this is rather simple: imps allows the user
to modify a dedu tion graph only by posting sequent nodes or by alling
primitive inferen es (either dire tly or indire tly). Sin e posting a sequent
node does not a e t the inferen es en oded in a dedu tion graph, imps will be
sound as long as ea h primitive inferen e is sound. The primitive inferen es
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have been arefully implemented so that there is a high degree of assuran e
that they do indeed only make sound inferen es. With this s heme, there is no
problem about the soundness of ommands sin e they ultimately only a e t
a dedu tion graph through the appli ation of primitive inferen es. Hen e,
our ma hinery of dedu tion graphs and primitive inferen es makes a type
dis ipline like ml's unne essary for assuring that omplex reasoning does not
go awry.

4.4 Theory-Supported Reasoning
The logi al ontent of a theory is determined by its language and set of
axioms. As an imps obje t, a theory also has a variety of other hara teristi s,
su h as the sequen e of de ned onstants that have been introdu ed, and
the sequen e of theorems that have been derived so far. This se tion will
dis uss me hanisms that support theory-spe i reasoning, by whi h we mean
reasoning that is sound only relative to the axiomati ontent of parti ular
theories.

4.4.1 Simpli ation
Humanly understandable proofs must take relatively large steps, so that the
reader is not overwhelmed with a forest of detail. The expression simpli er
is ru ial to a hieving human-sized proof steps. It is always invoked on an
expression relative to a ontext , and serves three primary purposes:



To invoke a variety of theory-spe i transformations on expressions,
su h as rewrite rules and simpli ation of polynomials (given that the
theory has suitable algebrai stru ture, su h as that of a ring);



To make simpli ations based on the logi al stru ture of an expression,
often at lo ations deeply nested within it;



To dis harge the great majority of de nedness and sort-de nedness
assertions needed to apply many forms of inferen e.

The notion of quasi-equality, mentioned in Se tion 2.3, serves as the orre tness requirement for the simpli er: If the simpli er transforms an expression
e to e0 relative to the assumptions of a ontext (in a theory T ), then T
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and must together entail e ' e0 . That is to say, either e and e0 are both
de ned and share the same denotation, or else they are both unde ned. In
lutins, quasi-equality justi es substituting e0 in pla e of e at any o urren e
at whi h e0 is free for e.
The algorithm traverses the expression re ursively; as it traverses propositional onne tives it does simpli ation with respe t to a ri her ontext.
Thus, for instan e, in simplifying an impli ation A  B , A may be assumed
true in the \lo al ontext" relative to whi h B is simpli ed. Similarly, in
simplifying the last onjun t C of a ternary onjun tion A ^ B ^ C , A and B
may be assumed in the \lo al ontext." On the other hand, when a variablebinding operator is traversed, and there are ontext assumptions in whi h
the bound variable o urs free, then the simpli er must either rename the
bound variable or dis ard the o ending assumptions. The strategy of exploiting lo al ontexts is justi ed in [36℄, and has sin e been in orporated in
other work (su h as [27℄).
At any stage in this re ursive des ent, if a theory-spe i pro edure may
su essfully be used to transform the expression, it is applied. These pro edures urrently in lude:
1. Algebrai simpli ation of polynomials, relative to a range of algebrai
theories (see Se tion 4.4.3);
2. A de ision pro edure for linear inequalities, based on the variable elimination method used in many other theorem provers, for instan e by
Boyer and Moore [5℄;
3. Rewrite rules for the urrent theory T , or for ertain theories T0 for
whi h imps an nd interpretations from T0 into T (see Se tion 4.4.5).
Sin e in lutins fun tions may be partial and terms may be unde ned, term
simpli ation in lutins must involve a onsiderable amount of de nedness
he king. For example, simplifying expressions naively may an el unde ned
terms, redu ing a possibly unde ned expression su h as 1=x 1=x to 0, whi h
is ertainly de ned. In this example, the previous repla ement is valid if the
ontext an be seen to entail the de nedness or \ onvergen e" of 1=x. In
general, algebrai redu tions of this kind produ e intermediate de nedness
formulas to whi h the simpli er is applied re ursively. These formulas are
alled onvergen e requirements.
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Rewrite rules also generate onvergen e requirements. Suppose that we
have a theorem of the form

8x : : s[x℄ = s0[x℄
whi h is being used as a rewrite rule from left to right. If a portion of an
expression being simpli ed is of the form s[t℄, then we would like it to be
rewritten to s0 [t℄, but only if t # . If t is unde ned, or if it has a value in
the type of but not in , then the hange is not justi ed as an instan e of
the theorem.
Despite these apparently stringent restri tions, the imps simpli er is able
to work e e tively. Although allowing partial fun tions in theories does require he king de nedness of expressions, one of the signi ant lessons that
we have learned from imps is that this diÆ ulty an be over ome.
If no transform is appli able, then a simpli ation routine determined by
the top-most onstru tor or quasi- onstru tor of the expression to be simplied is applied. These routines normally invoke the simpli er re ursively on
subexpressions, with di erent ontexts. The routines for a few onstru tors,
espe ially the de nedness onstru tors (Se tion 4.4.2), use spe ial routines
exploiting information extra ted from the axioms and theorems of the ontext's theory.
The simpli ation pro edures are used systemati ally in the ourse of
building dedu tion graphs. For instan e, if A simpli es to truth relative
to , then the sequent ) A is re ognized as valid without any further
inferen e. In addition, the power of the simpli er ensures that the same proof
idea may be su essfully applied to di erent formulas when the di eren es
between them are synta ti and super ial.
The emphasis on a powerful simpli ation pro edure to allow large inferen e steps in the ourse of intera tive proof development is shared with Eves
and its prede essor m-Eves [11, 12, 40℄, as well as the more re ent pvs [39℄.

4.4.2 Reasoning about De nedness
Be ause simpli ation involves large numbers of onvergen e requirements,
it is important to automate, to the greatest extent possible, the pro ess of
he king that expressions are well-de ned or de ned with a value in a parti ular sort. This kind of reasoning must rely heavily on axioms and theorems
of the axiomati theory at issue. The algorithm for simplifying de nedness
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assertions is separated into two layers, a ording to whether re ursive alls
to the simpli er are involved.

The Lower Level of De nedness Che king In the lower level, there
are no re ursive alls to the simpli er; two kinds of information are used:




Totality theorems of the form 8x1 : 1 ; : : : ; xn :
Un onditional sort oer ions of the form 8x :

n

: f (x1 ; : : : ; xn ) # .

:x# .

The un onditional sort oer ion theorems, together with the synta ti ordering on sorts , de ned in Se tion 2, determines a pre-order  on sorts. In
parti ular, if S is a set of un onditional sort oer ion formulas in a language
L, then S is the weakest pre-order extending  for L, su h that:

 S if a formula of the form 8x : : x # is in S ;
 1; : : : ; n ! n+1 S 1; : : : ; n ! n+1 whenever i S i for all i
with 1  i  n + 1.
S if and only if in every model of S , the denotation of is in luded
in the denotation of . The relation S is a pre-order rather than a partial
order be ause for two di erent synta ti sorts and , we may have S
and S ; in this ase and have the same denotation in every model
of S . Fix some olle tion S of axioms and theorems of T , with respe t to
whi h de nedness- he king is being arried out.
The relation S together with the totality theorems are used in imps
by an algorithm for he king de nedness. We use totality information and
un onditional sort oer ions to extra t \ riti al pairs of subterms and sorts,"
or simply riti al pairs, from t and . By a set of riti al pairs, we mean a
set of pairs hsi ; i i su h that:

 Ea h si is a subterm of t, and
 If si # i holds for ea h i, then t #

.

In parti ular, if the null set is a set of riti al pairs for t and , then t #
is true. Naturally, fht; ig is always a set of riti al pairs for t and . More
useful sets of riti al pairs may be omputed for many expressions using two
main prin iples:
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Suppose that C [fhsi; i ig is a set of riti al pairs, where si is a variable,
onstant, or -expression, and is its synta ti ally de lared sort. If
S i, then si # i is patently true, so C is also a set of riti al pairs.
Suppose that

S , t is an appli ation f (a1; : : : ; an), and S
8x1 : 1; : : : ; xn : n : f (x1 ; : : : ; xn) # :

ontains

S

If Ci is a set of riti al pairs for ai and i , then i Ci is a set of riti al
pairs for t and . If t is a onditional term \if  then s1 else s2 ," then
riti al pairs for s1 and s2 may be ombined to provide a set for t.
These prin iples me hanize de nedness he king for a fragment of lutins
that orresponds to order sorted theories in higher order logi [32℄.
Frequently, a set of riti al pairs will be relatively small, even if it is nonnull. Moreover, the terms it ontains may be far smaller than t. For instan e,
onsider the term t:
(i + j

k)  (i j + k)  (i k + j=2)

where k; j; i range over the integers Z, and all of the fun tion symbols denote
the usual binary fun tions on the reals. The only riti al pairs for t to be
de ned among the rationals Q is hj=2; Qi. In this ase, we would like to
ombine the results of the lower level with the fa t that

8p; q : Q : q 6= 0  p=q # Q:
For this reason, the results of the lower level of de nedness- he king are
passed to the upper layer, whi h uses this sort of onditional information.

The Upper Level of De nedness Che king In this layer, onditional
information about de nedness is onsulted. The simpli er is invoked on the
resulting assertions, in an attempt to redu e them to truth.
The onditional theorems used in this level are stored in a domain-range
handler for the theory. It ontains three primary kinds of information about
the domain and range of fun tions, and the relations between sorts, in the
theory.
 De nedness onditions of the form

8x1 : 1; : : : ; xn :

n

: (x1 ; : : : ; xn )  f (x1 ; : : : ; xn ) # :
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Value information of the form

8x1 : 1; : : : ; xn :

n

: (x1 ; : : : ; xn ; g (x1; : : : ; xn )):

These theorems hara terize the range of g , and an be used in he king
the de nedness of expressions of the form f (: : : g (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) : : :).



Conditional sort oer ions of the form

8x : : (x)  x # :
To he k the de nedness of a term f (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) in sort , we look for a
de nedness ondition

8x1 : 1; : : : ; xn :

n

: (x1 ; : : : ; xn )  f (x1 ; : : : ; xn ) # ;

or alternatively a sort oer ion ondition

8x : : (x)  x # ;
where is the synta ti sort of f (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) (i.e., the de lared range of f ).
If a de nedness ondition for is found, then we form the new goal
(t1 ; : : : ; tn ). Moreover, for ea h subterm ti that is of the form g (s1 ; : : : ; sm )
and has a value ondition i, we add i (s1 ; : : : ; sm ; g (s1; : : : ; sm )) to , thus
forming an expanded ontext 0 . Finally, we all the simpli er on 0 and
(t1 ; : : : ; tn ).
If instead only a sort oer ion is found, we all the simpli er on the assertion (x : : )(f (t1 ; : : : ; tn )). As part of establishing this, imps must ensure
that f (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) # . In the ourse of doing so, a de nedness ondition for
may be used. Re ursive alls of yet greater depth are, however, almost
ertain to be in vain, and are prevented by the implementation.
The assertions that, in imps, are expressed using partial fun tions and
subtypes an also be expressed, more umbrously, in ordinary simple type
theory. Nevertheless, the ma hinery of subtypes and de nedness assertions
helps to guide imps's automated support. It provides synta ti ues that the
reasoning embodied in these algorithms is likely to be useful.
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4.4.3 Transforms
Ea h theory ontains a table with information used by the simpli er. This
table is organized as a hash table of pro edures ( alled transforms) ea h of
whi h will transform an expression in a sound manner. Look-up in this table
is done by using onstru tor and the leftmost fun tion onstant as keys.
Rewrite rules are implemented in this way, as are algebrai simpli ation
pro edures that would be impra ti al to represent as rewrite rules.
In imps some of the transforms an be generated in a uniform way, independently of the spe i onstants whi h play the role of the algebrai operations. This means that the simpli er an be rafted to provide parti ular
forms of simpli ation, when the onstants have ertain algebrai properties.
For instan e, algebrai simpli ation for an arbitrary eld, for real arithmeti , and for modular arithmeti are derived from the same entity, alled
an algebrai pro essor. An algebrai pro essor is applied by establishing a
orresponden e between the operators of the pro essor (e.g., the addition
and multipli ation operators) and spe i
onstants of the theory. In the
imps theory of elds, where the eld elements form the type K, the algebrai
pro essor is on gured by stipulating that the multipli ation operator is the
fun tion onstant K , the addition operator is the fun tion onstant +K , the
zero is the individual onstant oK , and so on. Certain operators need not be
used; for instan e, modular arithmeti does not have a division operator in
general. Depending on the orresponden e between operators and onstants,
the algebrai pro essor generates a set of formulas that must be theorems in
the theory in order for its manipulations to be orre t.
4.4.4 Ma etes
In imps we have used the name ma ete (in Portuguese, a ma ete is a lever
tri k) to denote user-de nable extensions of the simpli er whi h are under
dire t ontrol of the user. Formally, a ma ete is a fun tion whi h takes as
arguments a ontext and an expression and returns an expression. Ma etes
are used to apply a theorem or a olle tion of theorems to a sequent in a
dedu tion graph. Individual theorems are applied by theorem ma etes built
automati ally when a theorem is installed in a theory. Compound ma etes
are onstru ted ultimately from theorem ma etes, together with a few spe ial
ma etes su h as beta-redu tion and simpli ation, using a few simple ma ete
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onstru tors, whi h are just fun tions from ma etes to ma etes. They in-

lude onstru ts to apply a number of ma etes in su ession, or repeatedly
until no further hanges an be made. Compound ma etes provide a simple
me hanism for applying lists of theorems in a manner whi h is under dire t
user ontrol.
One kind of theorem ma ete based on straightforward mat hing of expressions is alled an elementary ma ete. To explain their behavior, we need
two auxiliary notions. An expression e mat hes a pattern expression p if and
only if there is a substitution  su h that  applied to p is -equivalent to e.
If is a ontext and  is a substitution, we say that immediately entails 
is de ned if, for ea h omponent x 7! t of  , with x of sort , simpli ation
redu es t # to truth.
Though any kind of theorem an be used to generate an elementary
ma ete, for the purposes of this exposition, let us assume the theorem is the
universal losure of a onditional equality of the form   p1 = p2 . When
applied to a ontext-expression pair ( ; e), the ma ete works as follows. The
left-hand side p1 is mat hed to e. If the mat hing su eeds, then the resulting
substitution  is applied to the formula . If the [ ℄ is entailed by , and
if immediately entails that  is de ned, then the ma ete returns p2 [ ℄, the
result of applying the substitution  to the right-hand side p2 . If any stage
of this pro ess fails, then the ma ete simply returns e. (This me hanism is
des ribed in more detail in [48℄.) Elementary ma etes are used to apply a
theorem within its home theory.
Another kind of theorem ma ete is alled a transportable ma ete. It is
based on a mu h more interesting kind of mat hing we all translation mat hing, whi h allows for inter-theory mat hing of expressions. A translation
mat h is essentially a two-fold operation onsisting of a theory interpretation and ordinary mat hing. An expression e is a translation mat h to a
pattern expression p if and only if there is a theory interpretation  and
a substitution  su h that  applied to the translation of p under  is equivalent to e. After using translation mat hing, transportable ma etes
work in mu h the same way as elementary ma etes. Transportable ma etes
are used to apply a theorem outside of its home theory.
We end this se tion with three simple examples of elementary and transportable ma etes hosen from the hundreds of examples ontained in the
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imps

initial theory library. The theorem

8x : R : 0  x  jxj = x
of Real Arithmeti generates an elementary ma ete whi h rewrites an expression of the form jsj to s provided the simpli er an verify that s is a
nonnegative real number (in the lo al ontext of the expression). The theorem
8x : R; y : Z : 0 < x  0 < xy
generates an elementary ma ete whi h redu es a goal of the form 0 < rn to
a new goal 0 < r provided the simpli er an verify that r and n are de ned
in the reals and integers, respe tively. Finally, the theorem

8x; y : U : x 2 fyg  x = y
of Indi ators generates a transportable ma ete whi h rewrites an expression
of the form a 2 fbg to a = b, regardless of what are the sorts of a and b.

4.4.5 Transportable Rewrite Rules
Transportable rewrite rules make use of translation mat hing also, but within
the simpli er. If an un onditional equality p1 = p2 (or a formula of some other
suitable synta ti form) is a theorem of T0 , then it may be installed into the
simpli er for use within a theory T1 . When simplifying an expression e, we
use translation mat hing to nd  and  as before. If we are su essful, and
if the ontext ensures that  is de ned, then we may repla e e by ((p2 ))[ ℄.
Transportable rewrite rules are used to provide eÆ ient simpli ation based
on rewrites from generi theories about su h things as mappings and nite
sequen es. For instan e, the theorem

8t; u : N * ind1 ; e : ind1 :

appendf(e :: t); ug = (e :: appendft; ug)

rewrites expressions in whi h a ons is nested within an append. The role of
translation mat hing in this ase is simply to sele t a sort  as the instan e
for ind1 .
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5 User Interfa e
The imps user interfa e, whi h is a removable omponent of imps, is primarily written in gnu Ema s [47℄; the imps ore is written in T [33, 41℄,
a sophisti ated version of S heme. The user interfa e is implemented using
the subordinate pro ess me hanism of gnu Ema s, whi h allows a program
exe uting in T to issue ommands to Ema s, and vi e versa . Thus imps an
request that formulas and derivations be presented to the user, spe ially formatted by Ema s, while onversely the user an frame his requests to imps
using the intera tive ma hinery of Ema s. The interfa e provides additional
fa ilities in ase Ema s is running under the X Window System, for instan e
a menu-driven mode.
The user interfa e provides for three major a tivities: intera tive theorem
proving, theory development, and parsing and printing. Most of the a tual
interfa e ode is devoted to the rst a tivity. Ea h of these a tivities is
dis ussed below.

5.1 Intera tive Theorem Proving
The imps user interfa e provides fa ilities for dire ting, monitoring, re ording, and replaying proofs. The fa ilities to monitor the state of the proof
in lude graphi al displays of the dedu tion graph as a tree, TEX typesetting
of the proof history, and TEX typesetting of individual subgoals in the dedu tion graph. The graphi al display of the dedu tion graph permits the user
to visually determine the set of unproven subgoals. The TEX typesetting
fa ilities allow the user to examine ea h sequent in the proof or an entire
proof in a mathemati ally more appealing notation than is possible by raw
textual presentation alone.
There are various fa ilities to dire t proofs. For example, for any parti ular subgoal, the interfa e presents the user with a well-pruned list of ma etes
whi h an be applied to that subgoal. This list is obtained by using synta ti and semanti information whi h is made available to the interfa e by
the imps supporting ma hinery. In situations where over 400 theorems are
available to the user, there are rarely more than 10 ma etes presented to the
user as options.
The interfa e assists the user with ommand syntax for ommands whi h
require additional arguments. For example, in order to apply the ommand
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instantiate-universal-assumption the user must spe ify the universal assumption to be instantiated and the instantiations of the variables. In su h ases,
the interfa e will prompt the user for the ne essary arguments, if it annot
rst determine them from other available information. Thus in the previous
example, when there is only one universal assumption, the interfa e will not
ask the user whi h formula to instantiate.
Finally, there is a me hanism for produ ing a trans ript of an intera tive
proof. The resulting trans ript is a segment of text whi h an be edited and
replayed fully or partially, in mu h the same way that a text editing ma ro
replays a sequen e of ommands entered at the keyboard. This is espe ially
useful for building new proofs whi h di er in small ways from previously
onstru ted ones.

5.2 Theory Development
The imps user reates and modi es a theory, theory interpretation, theory
onstituent (su h as a de nition or theorem), or other imps obje t by evaluating an expression alled a de nition form (or def-form for short). The
approximately 30 def-forms provide a me hanism for extending the mathemati s of the imps system. The user interfa e provides templates to the user
for writing def-forms. Def-forms are stored in les whi h an be loaded as
needed into a running imps pro ess.
For instan e, the def-form introdu ing the natural numbers as a de ned
sort within Real Arithmeti is:
(def-atomi -sort NN
"lambda(x:zz, 0<=x)"
(theory h-o-real-arithmeti )
(witness "0"))

This stipulates that the natural numbers will be those integers satisfying
x : Z : 0  x; it also advises imps to onsider 0 when he king that this
predi ate is non-empty.
The def-form that introdu es the symmetry translation reversing group
multipli ation, mentioned in Se tion 3.3, reads:
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(def-translation MUL-REVERSE
(sour e groups)
(target groups)
(fixed-theories h-o-real-arithmeti )
( onstant-pairs
(mul "lambda(x,y:gg, y mul x)"))
(theory-interpretation- he k using-simplifi ation))

It stipulates that the theory of groups forms both the sour e and the target
of the translation, and that vo abulary de ned in Real Arithmeti should be
left un hanged. Only the binary fun tion symbol mul is to be translated,
to the lambda-expression shown. imps is requested to use the simpli er to
as ertain that the theory interpretation obligations of this translation are in
fa t met, so that the translation is an interpretation.

5.3 Parsing and Printing
Intera tion with imps requires an extensive amount of reading of expressions from the keyboard, or from les, and of displaying of expressions on
the s reen, or writing them to les. Abstra tly, an expression is a tree-like
stru ture determined by the imps logi . In the implementation of imps an
expression is a data stru ture whi h orresponds very losely to its tree stru ture, but has in addition a large amount of a hed information available to the
dedu tive ma hinery. For the imps user, an expression
is typi ally something
Rb
whi h an be represented as text, for instan e a ln xdx: The orresponden e
of an expression as a data stru ture to an external representation for input
or output is determined by the user syntax whi h is employed. imps allows
multiple user syntaxes, so for example, the syntax that is used for reading in
expressions (usually text) may be di erent from the syntax used to display
expressions (whi h ould be text or text interspersed with TEX ommands.)
This exible arrangement means users an freely hange from one syntax to
another, even during the ourse of an intera tive proof. In other words, the
ore ma hinery is ompletely syntax independent.
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6 IMPS and Mathemati al Analysis
To a large extent, the development of imps has been guided by our attempts
to prove theorems in mathemati al analysis|both theorems about the real
numbers and theorems about more abstra t obje ts su h as Bana h spa es or
spa es of ontinuous fun tions from one metri spa e to another. The imps
logi and little theories methodology have made it possible to develop parts
of graduate-level analysis without sa ri ing either larity or naturalness.
With partial fun tions, higher-order operators, and subtypes, lutins is
well-suited to be a logi for analysis. The value of having a natural way
of dealing with partial fun tions in the development of analysis annot be
overestimated. Many of the important operators of analysis, su h as the
integral of a fun tion or the limit of a sequen e, are most onveniently treated
as partial higher-order fun tions. For example, the limit of a sequen e  =
(xn )n2N is de ned whenever there is a unique real number a satisfying a
familiar predi ate '(; a), and when '(; a) holds, the limit of  is the number
a: Having a logi with partial fun tions and possibly nondenoting terms, we
an de ne the limit operator by
lim( ) =  a : R : '(; a)
without having to spe ify separately its domain.
Analysis is rife with various types of spa es and lasses of fun tions. The
little theories approa h is an espe ially good framework for organizing this
kind of mathemati s. An example of little theories used to advantage in imps
is the proof of an open mapping theorem (for ertain Bana h spa e fun tions
lose to the identity) given in [19℄. Other examples are brie y des ribed in
subse tion 7.3.
Mathemati al analysis has traditionally served as a ground for testing
the adequa y of formalizations of mathemati s, be ause analysis requires
great expressive power for onstru ting proofs. Nonetheless, most work in
automated theorem proving has been in areas other than analysis. One
notable ex eption to this is the work of W. Bledsoe and his students whi h
has dealt with problems in analysis and general topology beginning in the
early 70's (see Bledsoe's dis ussion in [3℄). In parti ular, this group has built
a series of powerful provers ombining resolution and other te hniques (su h
as variable elimination) to reason about formulas involving real inequalities.
One re ent prover in this dire tion developed by L. Hines is des ribed in [30℄.
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An entirely di erent approa h to automated theorem proving in analysis
is taken by E. Clarke and X. Zhao [8℄. They have su essfully implemented
a system whi h an reason about a large lass of expressions en ountered
in real analysis, in luding trigonometri fun tions, real inequalities, limits,
in nite summations, derivatives, and integrals. Clarke and Zhao's system,
alled Analyti a is implemented on top of the ommer ially available system Mathemati a. Mathemati a provides it with a wide range of fa ilities
not possessed by other provers. These in lude sophisti ated algebrai manipulation, redu tion rules that apply analyti identities and the ability to
determine losed forms for transforms of fun tions in many ases, and solutions of di erential equations. Though Analyti a ombines theorem proving
apabilities with very sophisti ated symboli manipulation apabilities in an
interesting way, it has several drawba ks. Firstly, sin e Mathemati a is unsound (for example in doing beta-redu tion), the soundness of Analyti a
itself be omes an issue. Moreover, it is not lear how Analyti a an relate
the formal fa ilities for manipulating obje ts o ered by Mathemati a with
the underlying semanti s of these obje ts. For example, is there a de nition for the integral or a set of axioms hara terizing the integral, or are the
manipulations performed by Mathemati a ode the ultimate arbiter of what
integration means? Finally, it is not lear how Analyti a an handle abstra t
obje ts su h as Bana h spa es, whi h are very useful in all kinds of analysis,
even \ lassi al" analysis.

7 Initial Theory Library
A theory library is a olle tion of theories, theory interpretations, and theory
onstituents (e.g., de nitions and theorems) whi h serves as a data base of
mathemati s. A theory library is omposed of se tions; ea h se tion is a
parti ular body of knowledge that is stored in a set of les onsisting of defforms. A se tion an be loaded as needed into a running imps pro ess. In
the ourse of using imps, an imps user builds his or her own theory library
on top of the initial theory library that is supplied with imps.
The imps initial theory library ontains a large variety of basi mathemati s. It o ers the user a well-developed starting point for her or his own
theory library. It also is a ri h sour e of examples that illustrates some of the
diverse ways mathemati s an be formulated in imps. The initial theory li37

brary in ludes formalizations of the real number system and obje ts like sets
and sequen es; theories of abstra t mathemati al stru tures su h as groups
and metri spa es; and theories to support spe i appli ations of imps in
omputer s ien e.
This se tion des ribes the major theories that are ontained in the imps
initial theory library. Along the way, we point out some of the more important theorems we have proven in these theories.

7.1 Real Numbers
Two theories of the real numbers are ontained in the initial theory library.
These theories are equivalent in the sense that ea h one an be interpreted in
the other; moreover, the two interpretations ompose to the identity. These
interpretations are onstru ted in the theory library using the imps translation ma hinery.
The rst is Complete Ordered Field, a theory in whi h the real numbers are spe i ed as a omplete ordered eld and the rational numbers and
integers are spe i ed axiomati ally as substru tures of the real numbers.
Exponentiation to an integer power is a de ned onstant denoting a partial
fun tion.
The se ond axiomatization is Real Arithmeti , whi h we onsider to be
our working theory of the real numbers. The axioms of Real Arithmeti
in lude the axioms of Complete Ordered Field, formulas hara terizing exponentiation as a primitive onstant and formulas whi h are theorems proven
in Complete Ordered Field. These theorems are needed for installing an algebrai pro essor and for utilizing the de nedness ma hinery of the simpli er.
The proofs of these theorems in the theory Complete Ordered Field require
a large number of intermediate results with little independent interest. The
use of two equivalent axiomatizations frees our working theory of the reals
from the burden of re ording these uninteresting results.
The theory Real Arithmeti is equipped with routines for simplifying
arithmeti expressions and rational linear inequalities (see Se tion 4.4.1).
These routines allow the system to perform a great deal of low-level reasoning without user intervention. The theory ontains several de ned entities;
e.g., the natural numbers are a de ned sort and the higher-order operators
 and  are de ned re ursively.
Real Arithmeti is a useful building blo k for more spe i theories. If a
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theory has Real Arithmeti as a subtheory, the theory an be developed with
the help of a large portion of basi , everyday mathemati s. For example,
in a theory of graphs whi h in ludes Real Arithmeti , one ould introdu e
the on ept of a weighted graph in whi h nodes or edges are assigned real
numbers. We imagine that Real Arithmeti will be a subtheory of most
theories formulated in imps.

7.2 Generi Obje ts
One of the advantages of working in a logi like lutins, with a ri h stru ture
of fun tions, is that generi obje ts like sets and sequen es an be represented
dire tly in the logi as ertain kinds of fun tions. For instan e, sets are represented in imps as indi ators , whi h are similar to hara teristi fun tions,
ex ept that x is a \member" of an indi ator f i f (x) is de ned. Operators
on indi ators and other fun tions representing generi obje ts are formalized
in imps as quasi- onstru tors, and theorems about these operators are proved
in \generi theories" that ontain neither onstants nor axioms (ex ept for
possibly the axioms of Real Arithmeti ). Consequently, reasoning is performed in generi theories using only the purely logi al apparatus of lutins
(and possibly Real Arithmeti ). Moreover, theorems about generi obje ts
are easy to apply in other theories sin e the operators, as quasi- onstru tors,
are polymorphi and sin e the theory interpretations involved usually have
no obligations to he k.
The initial theory library ontains theorems about operators (i.e., quasionstru tors) on the following kinds of generi obje ts:



Sets. There are operators for basi set operations su h as union, in-



Unary fun tions. The operators formalize basi fun tion notions su h



Sequen es. Sequen es over a sort

terse tion, omplement, membership, subset, et . Sin e sets are represented as indi ators, most of the basi theorems are proved by just the
ommand simplify-insistently.

as omposition, domain, range, inverse fun tion, inje tiveness, et .
These operators supplement the built-in fun tion ma hinery of lutins.

are represented as partial fun tions
from the natural numbers to . Lists are identi ed with sequen es
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whose domain is a nite initial segment of the natural numbers. The operators in lude basi list operations: nil, ar, dr, ons, and append.



Pairs. A pair of elements a; b of sort ;

is represented as a fun tion
whose domain equals the singleton set fha; big. The operators in lude
a pair onstru tor and the two pair sele tors.

This part of the initial theory library also ontains theorems about the
 onstru tor and about the ardinality of sets. Several of the ardinality
theorems (e.g., the S hroder-Bernstein theorem and the theorem that says
a subset of a nite set is itself nite) are surprisingly diÆ ult to prove in
omplete detail.

7.3 Analysis
The stru ture of the imps analysis theory library aggressively exploits the
little theories approa h outlined earlier in Se tion 3, providing users with
an extensive network of theories and interpretations between them. This
approa h is desirable be ause it permits users to state and prove on e and
for all the basi fa ts in a high degree of generality and reuse the results in
more spe i ontexts.
The analysis library onsists of about 25 theories and over 100 theory
interpretations. Most of the theory interpretations ( lose to 90 per ent) are
reated automati ally by the system when the theories are reated or by the
translation-mat h ma hinery. What follows is only a small sample of theories
that are a tually available:



Partial Order. This is the theory of an abstra t set S with a tran-

sitive, re exive, and anti-symmetri relation : This theory provides
a framework for stating and proving general theorems about ordering
relations, in luding de nitions and hara terizations of the supremum
and in mum of a set. One of the more interesting theory interpretations that are expli itly onstru ted in this se tion of the library is
the \order reversing" interpretation whi h takes the onstant symbol
 into the de ned onstant symbol  (de ned by x  y if and only if
y  x:) This allows results about suprema to be immediately usable as
results about in ma. It is also lear that results in Partial Order an
be interpreted in the theory Real Arithmeti .
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Metri Spa e . This is the theory of an abstra t set P with a two-



Metri Spa es 2-Tuples. This is the theory of a pair of abstra t met-



Mappings into a Pointed Metri Spa e . A theory for spa es of bounded,



Normed Spa es. This is the theory of a real ve tor spa e with a norm



Mappings from an Interval to a Normed Spa e. This is the theory of

pla e real-valued fun tion d on P whi h is non-negative, symmetri ,
satis es the triangle inequality, and for whi h d(x; y ) = 0 only if x = y:
This theory is appropriate for de ning metri and topologi al properties
su h as limits of sequen es, open sets, losed sets, ompleteness, and
sequential ompa tness. The theory library ontains statements and
proofs of numerous fa ts about these on epts.
ri spa es. It is the natural setting for notions about mappings between spa es, su h as ontinuity, uniform ontinuity, and the Lips hitz
property. In this theory we an easily prove abstra t versions of the
intermediate value and Bolzano-Weierstrass theorems whi h assert, respe tively, that the image of a onne ted or sequentially ompa t set is
onne ted or sequentially ompa t (see [20℄ for details). By transporting ma hinery developed in this theory to the theory of metri spa es,
we obtain several versions of the ontra tive-mapping xed-point priniple of Bana h.
everywhere de ned fun tions from a set into a metri spa e with a
distinguished point a: A fun tion is bounded whenever its range is
ontained in a losed ball entered at a: Basi properties of these spa es
(su h as ompleteness onditions) are formulated in this theory.
fun tion. A sample theorem in this theory is an open mapping theorem
for ertain fun tions whi h are near the identity in a suitable sense (for
a dis ussion of the proof of this theorem in imps, see [19℄).

an abstra t normed spa e together with an arbitrary interval of real
numbers. This theory is used for de ning the fundamental notions of
al ulus of fun tions of one variable su h as di erentiation and integration. Important theorems proved in the library are the mean value
theorems for di erentiation and integration (see Figure 5).12
12 In this formulation, U denotes the underlying sort of ve tors and I denotes an arbitrary
(possibly unbounded) interval of real numbers.
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for every a; b : I; f : I * U; m : R impli ation
 onjun tion
Æ 9R yb : I a < y
Æ af#
Æ R8bx : I kf (x)k  m
 k a f k  m  jb aj:
Figure 5: The Mean Value Theorem for Integrals

7.4 Algebra
The initial library ontains theories of the following algebrai stru tures:



Monoids . A monoid is a set with an asso iative binary operation and
an identity element. In the theory monoids, a onstant monoid%prod

is de ned re ursively as the iterated produ t of the primitive monoid
operation. Basi properties of this onstant are proven in monoids and
then transported to theories with their own iterated produ t operators,
su h as Real Arithmeti with the operators  and .



Groups and Group A tions. The rudiments of group theory are devel-



Fields. Basi operations for elds (exponentiation to an integer power

oped in the theory network onsisting of these two theories and various
interpretations of Group A tions in Groups and of Groups in itself.
The theorem that the quotient of a group by a normal subgroup is
itself a group is proved as well as the Fundamental Counting Theorem
for group theory, of whi h Lagrange's theorem is an easy orollary.
and multipli ation by an integer) are de ned. The theory is developed
suÆ iently for installing an algebrai pro essor for simpli ation. Some
useful identities, su h as the binomial theorem, are proved.

7.5 Computer S ien e
The theory library for omputer s ien e is urrently less developed than that
for mathemati s. However, three signi ant fa ilities exist.
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for every p : state ! prop ()
 for every s : state impli ation
Æ a essible(s)
Æ p(s)
 onjun tion
Æ 8s : state initial(s)  p(s)
Æ 8s1 : state; a : a tion (a essible(s1) ^ p(s1) ^ next(s1; a) #)
p(next(s1 ; a)):



Figure 6: Indu tion on A essibility for Deterministi State Ma hines

State Ma hine Theories Reusable parametri theories (in the sense des ribed in Se tion 3.3) hara terize a number of di erent kinds of state mahine. A state ma hine theory axiomatizes a state spa e, whi h need not be
nite, together with a transition fun tion or relation, depending on whether
the ma hine being spe i ed is known to be deterministi or not. Typi al
theorems in lude the indu tion theorems for a essible states, one of whi h
is shown in Figure 6. When su h a theorem has been proved, it may be
applied with the full power of the indu tion ommand (Se tion 4.2).
In order to spe ify a parti ular state ma hine, say, a deterministi one,
the user develops an axiomati theory T hara terizing the obje ts that will
serve as states and as inputs. He then instantiates the parametri theory P
of deterministi state ma hines. To do so, he supplies an interpretation 
from P to T . As a onsequen e, all de ned expressions from P are made
available in T , possibly under a suitable renaming, and all the theorems of
P are available through the interpretation .
Safety theorems are then expressed in terms of the resulting a essibility
predi ate, and liveness assertions may be expressed dire tly. Re nement
relations between two state ma hines may be formulated in the dire t way,
using a joint theory des ribing both individual ma hines.
Domain Theory for Denotational Semanti s A simple parametri theory of ontinuous fun tions and related notions developed for denotational semanti s. We have developed an imps theory representing the oÆ ial S heme
denotational semanti s using this as a basis.
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Fa ility for De ning Free Re ursive Datatypes Many appli ations in
omputing use datatypes that are onstru ted re ursively by a number of
operations from previously given obje ts and some atoms. These datatypes
are often spe i ed by a bnf-like notation. For instan e, if elt denotes a lass
of previously given obje ts, then the nite lists omposed of these elements
may be spe i ed by the lauses:
L

::= NIL | CONS elt L

In other ases, for instan e in the abstra t syntax for a programming language, di erent sorts of obje ts, su h as statements, expressions, and variables, may be de ned by mutual re ursion, starting from given obje ts su h
as identi ers:
s
e
v

::= WHILE e s | SEMICOLON s1 s2 | ASSIGN v e | ...
::= v | PLUS v1 v2 | BLOCK s e | ...
::= VAR ident

A spe i ation su h as these is normally interpreted as denoting the free
algebra generated by regarding ea h atom as a onstant and ea h onstru tor
as a fun tion symbol. Hen e, it justi es an indu tion prin iple and a prin iple
of fun tion de nition by primitive re ursion.
imps provides a pro edure whi h given a legitimate spe i ation will generate a new theory T . The spe i ation may stipulate an already known
theory T0 to hara terize the given obje ts (list elements and identi ers in
the examples above). T will be a model onservative extension of T0 , by
whi h we mean that any model of T0 may be enlarged to form a model of T
by adding suitable new obje ts. In parti ular, T is satis able if T0 is.
L(T ) extends L(T0) by adding one new type  . If the spe i ation delares several new ategories (su h as statements, expressions, and variables
in the example above), then ea h of these will be represented by a subsort of
 . A lause may be represented by a sort in lusion; for instan e, the sort v is
in luded within e above. Otherwise, it is represented by a fun tion serving
as a datatype onstru tor. Axioms of T ensure that the ranges of di erent
datatype onstru tors are disjoint, and do not in lude the values of atoms;
the domain of a datatype onstru tor is hara terized exa tly by the sorts of
its arguments. The se ond order indu tion prin iple for  is also an axiom.
The primitive re ursion prin iple is supplied as a theorem, although its proof
is not generated at the time that T is onstru ted.
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8 Con lusion
is an intera tive proof development system intended to support standard mathemati al notation, on epts, and te hniques. In parti ular, it provides a exible logi al framework in whi h to spe ify axiomati theories, prove
theorems, and relate one theory to another via in lusion and theory interpretation. Theory interpretations are used extensively in imps for reusing
theories and theorems. The imps logi is a on eptually simple, but highly
expressive version of higher-order logi whi h allows partially de ned (higherorder) fun tions and unde ned terms. The simple types hierar hy of the
logi is equipped with a subtyping me hanism. Proofs are developed in imps
with the aid of several di erent dedu tion me hanisms, in luding expression
simpli ation, automati theorem appli ation, and a me hanism for or hestrating appli ations of inferen e rules and theorems. The naturalness of the
logi and the high level of inferen e in proofs make it possible to develop
ma hine he ked proofs in imps that are intuitive and readable.
The imps initial theory library provides eviden e for the laim that imps
supports the traditional methods of mathemati s. The theory library now
ontains repeatable proofs of almost a thousand theorems, in luding signi ant portions of algebra and analysis. Sour es in lude traditional presentations, su h as parts of a graduate ourse in algebra and parts of Dieudonne's
Foundations of Modern Analysis [13℄. Be ause standard mathemati al development is possible in imps, the system should be an a essible, e e tive
tool to a wide range of mathemati ally edu ated users.

imps
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